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Are You Ready to Run?  Is there a bridge from the injury-ridden world of the modern runner to the

promised land that barefoot running and Born to Run have led us to believe exists? Can we really

live the running life free from injury? Is there an approach designed to unlock all the athletic

potential that may be hidden within? Can we run faster, longer, and more efficiently?In a direct

answer to the modern runnerâ€™s needs, Dr. Kelly Starrett, author of the bestseller Becoming a

Supple Leopard: The Ultimate Guide to Resolving Pain, Preventing Injury, and Optimizing Athletic

Performance, has focused his revolutionary movement and mobility philosophy on the

injury-plagued world of running. Despite the promises of the growing minimalist-shoe industry and a

rush of new ideas on how to transform running technique, more than three out of four runners suffer

at least one injury per year. Although we may indeed be â€œBorn to Run,â€• life in the modern world

has trashed and undercut dedicated runners wishing to transform their running. The harsh effects of

too much sitting and too much time wearing the wrong shoes has left us shackled to lower back

problems, chronic knee injuries, and debilitating foot pain. In this book, you will learn the 12

standards that will prepare your body for a lifetime of top-performance running. You wonâ€™t just be

prepared to run in a minimalist shoeâ€“youâ€™ll be Ready to Run, period. In Ready to Run, you will

learn:  The 12 performance standards you must work toward and develop on an ongoing basis How

to tap into all of your running potential and access a fountain of youth for lifelong running How to

turn your weaknesses into strengths How to prevent chronic overuse injuries by building powerful

injury-prevention habits into your day How to prepare your body for the demands of changing your

running shoes and running technique  How to treat pain and swelling with cutting-edge modalities

and accelerate your recovery How to equip your home mobility gym A set of mobility exercises for

restoring optimal function and range of motion to your joints and tissues How to run faster, run

farther, and run better
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Physical therapist, CrossFit coach and best-selling author Dr. Kelly Starrett partners with longtime

endurance magazine editor T.J. Murphy to address the problems of runners across all sports. Given

that 80% of runners injure themselves each year, a new perspective on the capacities required for

the movement is long overdue. Starrett wisely avoids dispensing too much advice on running

technique, instead offering a few tips and a list of resources for runners to consult on this subject.

Instead, he stays in his wheelhouse, a thorough understanding of human movement and the

dysfunctional patterns therein. One of the leading advocates of bringing the techniques of therapists

and masseuses to the masses, Starrett offers a litany of mobilizations to improve runners' basic

positions and avoid injury. His focus on elementary standards of movement and how and why to

achieve them, combined with his very approachable writing and speaking style is unparalleled within

the industry. More than anything, Starrett stresses personal responsibility. He offers readers the

tools to stay healthy; it is up to them to take his advice to heart and make changes in their

movement patterns. The sole negative is that a few movement standards appear a bit vague by

comparison to others. For example, Starrett's test for thoracic spine mobility is whether or not you

can stand up straight, without hunched shoulders. But how straight is straight enough, and at what

point does your thoracic spine reverse its natural curvature? And for his warming up and cooling

down standard, he offers a few bullet points of exercises and mobilizations for each, which pale in

comparison to his detailed one week and one month sample mobility programs and over forty

illustrated pages of specific techniques.
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